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Preface

This Materials Science and Technology Teachers Handbook was developed by Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington, under support from the U.S. Department of Energy. Many individuals have been involved in writing and reviewing materials for this project since it began at Richland High School in 1986, including contributions from educators at Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Central Washington University, the University of Washington, teachers from Northwest schools, and science and education personnel at Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories. Support for development was also provided by the U.S. Department of Education. This latest version was revised during 1993-1994 by a group of teacher consultants that included Guy Whittaker, Coupeville, Washington; Paul Howard, Richland Washington; Noel Stubbs and Eric Pittenger, Corvallis High School, Corvallis, Oregon; Andy Nydam, River Ridge High School, Lacey Washington; and Len Booth, Lacey, Washington. The following PNL staff members reviewed the guide: Mike Schweiger, Materials and Chemical Sciences Center, Irene Hays and Karen Wieda, Science Education Center; and Jamie Gority and Georganne O’Connor, Communications Directorate. Many other organizations and individuals providing support are noted in the Acknowledgments section.

The curriculum has also been endorsed by the U.S. Materials Education Council and was featured in articles in the MRS Bulletin, the journal of the Materials Research Society in September 1992 and December 1993.